Every member of Society, from the moment he is born, has a vested interest in disability. Those who escape it early in life achieve it by old age which, in itself, is a social and physical handicap. Yet the man-in-the-street or woman on the Clapham omnibus has no constructive ideas, nor indeed thoughts, on the matter. A letter on disability published in the national press evokes no response. Yet, the person who is struck down by a handicapping disability finds it is the most devastating and shattering occurrence of his life -a life immediately distorted and intolerably away from the norm.
What are society's obligations in general? What are the medical profession's in particular ?
I98I is International Year of the Disabled Person, a fact which, in itself, acknowledges that their number merits a whole year of thought and action.
Before The criteria were narrow and severe though they were soon slightly relaxed to day or night attendance. The allowance was paid directly to the disabled.
Two more Allowances followed, the noncontributory Invalidity Pension -paid to those who were of working age but who hadn't paid their stamps, and the Mobility Allowance for those who were unable, or virtually unable to walk. It sounded too good to be true -and alas it was! Supplementary Benefit was removed by exactly the same amount, keeping the disabled person still at the lowest level.
A minimum allowance, the Invalid Care Allowance, was given to a prescribed relation who had given up a job to care for his or her relation.
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Disability prevention In the medical field there are highly organised routines to prevent or deal with disabilities. The first is genetic counselling. One goes on to ante-or post-natal clinics with community health visitors all watching out for malfinction and malformation. The Health Educationists produce posters advising against drinking, smoking or promiscuous sex. TV and radio programmes inform the public in a general way, and booklets and leaflets are obtainable from societies dealing with disability. If and when bone deformity is established orthopaedic surgeons strive to correct it. Physicians attend the ailing and prescribe drugs.
The paramedical teams including bio-engineers, occupational therapists, physiotherapists and, before leaving hospital, the medical social worker, bridge the gap between medical and social problems.
At home the community nurses, the health visitor and the GP take over, together with the local authority occupational therapist who sees that the disabled person has the current mechanical appliances to facilitate ease of movement. She and the social worker cover a grey area of need.
If the patient is emotionally disturbed by his disability he may get psychiatric help.
Therefore, on the face of it, society in general and the medical profession in particular, cover all aspects of disabled living.
Yet, to the shattered man, now viewing the world from a wheelchair at the eye level of an eight year old child the aspect is daunting. Added to these material complications there is the knowledge that one's body can actually repel or disgust one's fellow man and there is a growing chlling suspicion that one's acquaintances have attitudes which might include patronage, condescension, and a hint that one is now intellectually duller. One is an object for charity and compassionate supporters rally round while shaking their heads outside the door, holding consultations, concerning but excluding one. The 'them and us' situation is born. One is at everyone else's mercy because they have muscle power or no sensory impairment.
Unintended slights are often received by the oversensitive. In the disabled world they occur frequently. Thoughtlessness, or a lack of empathy, on the part of the non-disabled, leads to misunderstandings, while the disabled person, tired and in discomfort, can too easily get a distorted impression.
Notwithstanding these arguments there are many disabled people who are extremely rational and whose powers of reasoning, acceptance and humour are highly developed but who also feel the barbs of others. They can also see flaws in various declared motives.
A housebound patient waiting for months for physiotherapy is informed by telephone from the clinic at II.30 am that a physiotherapist will call at 3.00 pm. The clinic is put out by the patient being unable to receive a 3.00 pm visit that very day. Indignant voice on telephone implies that housebound patient has no right to be involved in other activities. There was no suggestion of the 'would it be all right to come' approach.
Another recent example of downgrading happened to an almost totally disabled man dependent for turning twice nightly at a two hour interval on the community nursing service, while an 85 year old relative did it at midnight and 6.oo am. The gap was suddenly increased to four hours. Unable to endure the pain caused by lying on one side inert for so long he asked, 'why'? from each successive nurse. Neither he nor his GP had been consulted or told and the excuses or solutions did not ring true. 'The cuts' was one, or 'If one needs a turn in two hours one should be in hospital' and finally as a solution -'take dope to alleviate pain'. This was after years of amiable and happy service. He was then transferred to the books of the next district and given to nurses who were not with his GP, so he lost contact and had to get others to write for prescriptions enclosing a sae for return by post. There was no geographical reason but he heard, sub rosa, that a similar patient had left and the nurses, anxious about their jobs, wanted to show a regular visit on their books.
Whatever the reasons were in these two cases, none was offered to the patient.
Years of disability can stretch interminably in front of one and the fight to get back into society as an equal member a hard and painful one.
Once the initial shouting has stopped, the bravado and bonhomie has cooled down; once the treatment and facilities have been explored and put to use -when the decisions have been taken and actions carried out, who is responsible for seeing the fragments knit together making the man fulfilled and whole again ?
Every man jack of us! There can be no opting out of responsibility. Disability may be five minutes away.
